
Call for submissions
… for Issues 378 and 379

Fifth Estate Collective

IssueNumber 378:MONEY
The ultimate representation; the symbol of all that is alienated in themodern world; the driving force of patho-

logical greed; thewhip that coerces wage labor; the basis of wars. Tenmillionmillionaires world-wide control $37.2
trillion dollars in financial assets, assuring a planet of immiseration for billions of people.

We seek articles, anecdotal or analytical, short fiction and non-fiction, and art, on the theme of the role money
plays in our individual and collective economic lives, as well as essays, articles, and artwork on general themes.

Deadline for proposals: April 30
Publication date: June 2008
Send proposals to fe ( at ) fifthestate ( dot ) org
or
P.O. Box 201016, Ferndale MI 48220

IssueNumber 379: PLAY
Ten years ago, play as a revolutionary concept captured our imaginations when an infectious spirit of playful

experimentation and exuberance animated the anarchist/ underground milieu in the pre-Seattle period. Riding
this wild and playful energy, we created seeds of an insurrectionary alternative reality that would one day replace
or overthrow the dominant system. Back then, the physical, political, ideological, and imaginal spaces seemed to
be opening to us.

Since then, we’ve suffered more than a few blows, considerably shrinking the climate of possibility in North
America into a situation more conservative, defensive, fearful. Are we on the defensive, just fighting to hang on
to whatever sense of validity we have, fighting to keep whatever ground we may have gained, or at least to cut our
losses? Do sobering times require sober solutions, or is a renewed spirit of playful experimentation exactly what
we need right now?

How do we make playful approach more useful or essential when confronting the system or exploring alter-
natives to it? How does the ethic, attitude, or practice of play inform, invigorate, animate, deepen, or become one
with our politics?What separates serious play frommere frivolity?How canwemake “play” a deeper andwiser and
more inclusive concept that ever before? How can, and how do, anti-authoritarians everywhere tap into and thrive
on the creative vitality of play?

In this spirit of experimentation, creativity, performance, spontaneity, transformation, exuberance, convivial-
ity, and giddiness, we seek articles, accounts and artwork, fiction and non-fiction, on theory and practice of play
in all its forms, as well as essays, articles, and artwork on general themes.



Deadline for proposals: July 1
Publication date: October 2008
Send proposals to fe ( at ) fifthestate ( dot ) org
or
P.O. Box 201016, Ferndale MI 48220
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